Nielsen's theorem indicates that a bipartite entangled pure state can be exactly converted into another pure one by local quantum operations and classical communication if and only if the Schmidt coefficient vector of the former is majorized by that of the latter [Phys. Rev. Lett. 83, 436 (1999)]. As a consequence of Nielsen's majorization criterion, the quantity of entanglement is decreased during the conversion process. On the other hand, it was observed that the entanglement lost in this process may be partially recovered by using an auxiliary entangled state [Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 3189 (2000)]. However, it is usually not easy to find an auxiliary state that can be used to do partial entanglement recovery for a given transformation. The major difficulty seems due to the lack of suitable mathematical tools.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum entanglement is a valuable resource in the quantum information processing. It has been widely used in quantum cryptography [1] , quantum superdense coding [2] , and quantum teleportation [3] ; see Ref. [4] , Chapter 12 for an excellent exposition of quantum entanglement. Due to the great importance of quantum entanglement, a fruitful branch of quantum information theory, named quantum entanglement theory, has been developed very quickly.
One of the central problems in quantum entanglement theory is to find the conditions under which an entangled state can be converted into another one by local quantum operations and classical communication (LOCC for short). Bennett and his collaborators [5] made significant progress in attacking this challenging problem in asymptotic setting. In fact, they proposed a reversible protocol where any two bipartite entangled pure states with infinite copies can be converted into each other without any loss of entropy of entanglement. For the deterministic transformations, the first important step was made by Nielsen in Ref. [6] , where he found a necessary and sufficient condition for a bipartite entangled pure state shared between two spatially separated parties to be converted into another pure one under the constraint of LOCC. More precisely, suppose that |ψ and |ϕ are two n × n pure states. If the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ can be realized with certainty by means of LOCC, then we write |ψ → |ϕ . Furthermore, we assume that the source state |ψ has Schmidt decomposition |ψ = n i=1 √ α i |i |i and similarly, the target state |ϕ = n i=1 √ β i |i |i , where α 1 ≥ α 2 ≥ · · · ≥ α n and β 1 ≥ β 2 ≥ · · · ≥ β n , are Schmidt coefficients of |ψ and |ϕ , respectively. We write ψ = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) and ϕ = (β 1 , . . . , β n ) for the respective Schmidt coefficient vectors of |ψ and |ϕ . Nielsen proved that |ψ → |ϕ if and only if ψ ≺ ϕ, in which the symbol '≺' stands for 'majorization relation'. The relation ψ ≺ ϕ holds if and only if
and n i=1 α i = n i=1 β i . If all inequalities in Eq. (1) hold strictly and n i=1 α i = n i=1 β i , then we say that ψ is strictly majorized by ϕ. In virtue of Nielsen's theorem, we can assume that the least Schmidt coefficient of |ψ is positive, that is, α n > 0. Majorization relation is a vast topic in linear algebra. For details about this topic, we refer to Refs. [7] and [8] .
Unlike the asymptotic case, a direct implication of Nielsen's theorem is that the quantity of entanglement is decreased during the transformation process. That is, if the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ can be realized with certainty under LOCC, then by the property of majorization, we can see that the entropy of entanglement E(|ϕ ) of |ϕ , defined as − n i=1 β i log 2 β i , is smaller than that of |ψ [6] . Furthermore, also by the property of majorization, one can show that any well-behaved entanglement measures, such as Renyi's entropy, or any other suitable concave functions, will be decreased under entanglement transformation with LOCC. On the other hand, quantum entanglement is a valuable resource in quantum information processing. For example, it can be used to increase the classical capacity of a quantum channel [9] . Therefore it would be desirable to save some entanglement lost and/or to reduce the net loss of entanglement in the transformation.
The possibility of recovering the entanglement lost was first observed by Morikoshi in Ref. [12] . In fact, Morikoshi discovered a very interesting phenomenon: the entanglement lost in an entanglement transformation may be partially recovered by using an auxiliary entangled state. To be more specific, suppose that the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ can be achieved with certainty under LOCC. As mentioned above, this process is always a dissipative one in the sense that the quantity of entanglement in target state is less than that in source state. Morikoshi found that if the owners of |ψ , say, Alice and Bob, share a suitable auxiliary state |χ , then a collective operation on the joint state |ψ ⊗ |χ may generate another joint state |ϕ ⊗ |ω , where |ω is more entangled than the original state |χ . Intuitively, some of the entanglement lost in the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ has been transferred into the auxiliary state |χ and a more entangled state |ω is obtained. What Morikoshi found in Ref. [12] are just some concrete examples of entanglement saving, as well as a characterization of entanglement saving for the simplest case. However, the results obtained in Ref. [12] stimulate us to consider the following general decision problem: Problem 1. Given two states |ψ and |ϕ satisfying ψ ≺ ϕ, decide whether there exists an auxiliary state |χ that can be used to save some entanglement lost in the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ ; furthermore, how to give some feasible characterizations of such auxiliary states |χ when they exist?
In the case that all involved states are 2 × 2-dimensional, a complete characterization of the auxiliary state |χ and the state |ω saving entanglement has been given by Morikoshi [12] . However, as pointed out by Bandyopadhyay et al in Ref. [14] , the 2 × 2 case is indeed of limited interest since the auxiliary states |χ and |ω have the same dimension as the source state |ψ and the target state |ϕ , and thus a perfect recovery can always be achieved by a trivial choice |χ = |ϕ and |ω = |ψ . To avoid such a trivial case, Bandyopadhyay et al introduced a notion of efficient and genuine partial recovery of entanglement lost. A recovery is said to be efficient if the dimension of the auxiliary state is minimal, and it is genuine if the dimension of the auxiliary state is smaller than the original source state. Surprisingly, they proved in Ref. [14] that for any states |ψ and |ϕ such that ψ is strictly majorized by ϕ, an efficient and genuine recovery is always possible by using only 2 × 2 auxiliary states |χ and |ω . Moreover, they showed that for any two states |ψ and |ϕ such that ψ ≺ ϕ, efficient and genuine partial recovery of entanglement lost will still be possible except a special case that α n = β n . Unfortunately, the existence of efficient and genuine partial recovery in the case of α n = β n remains unknown. It is worth noting that Bandyopadhyay et al only gave a proof confirming the existence of the auxiliary states |χ for partial entanglement recovery. In other words, their method is not constructive, so in general one still doesn't know how to find these auxiliary states efficiently.
In this paper, we consider an alternative problem:
Problem 2. How can we decide whether a given auxiliary state may save some entanglement lost for a specific transformation? More explicitly, given states |χ , |ψ and |ϕ with ψ ≺ ϕ, can we find another state |ω such that the transformation of |ψ ⊗ |χ to |ϕ ⊗ |ω can be realized with certainty under LOCC, and |ω is more entangled than |χ ?
To be concise, we need to give an exact mathematical definition of the statement that |ω is more entangled than |χ . One way to do this is to use some measures of entanglement such as entropy of entanglement mentioned above. Note that for the deterministic transformations, a single measure of entanglement is usually not enough to quantify the entanglement amount since there exist incomparable states |ψ and |ϕ , i.e., neither |ψ → |ϕ nor |ϕ → |ψ is possible [6] . So in the current paper, we adopt an alternative view-point: we say that |ω is more entangled than |χ if the transformation of |ω to |χ can be realized with certainty under LOCC but |χ cannot be converted into |ω deterministically. That is, we have that |ω → |χ and |χ |ω hold simultaneously. We believe that this view-point is more reasonable than only considering a single measure.
The main aim of the present paper is to solve Problem 2 mentioned above. It is proved that whether |χ can save some entanglement lost for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ only depends on the target state |ϕ and the presence of the equalities in the majorization relation ψ ≺ ϕ; surprisingly, the source state |ψ is irrelevant. To do this, we first propose two useful notions, namely minimal local uniformity and maximal local uniformity, to describe the uniformity of a bipartite entangled pure state. Also, an index of global uniformity is introduced for a similar purpose. To be more specific, let |ψ be an n × n pure state with m distinct Schmidt coefficients, say, α In the special case of m = 1, all these three indices are defined to be 1. It is interesting that these indices have many useful properties. Especially, they are key tools for the study of partial entanglement recovery. With these notions, we can present a compact answer to Problem 2 concerning whether |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for a transformation of |ψ to |ϕ . First, Problem 2 is completely solved for a special case that all nonzero Schmidt coefficients of |χ are identical, i.e., L u (|χ ) = 0 or 1. Then for the general case (0 < L u (|χ ) < 1), we prove:
(1) if L u (|χ ) > g u (|ϕ ), then |χ can be used to recover some entanglement lost for any transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that ψ is strictly majorized by ϕ;
(2) if L u (|χ ) = g u (|ϕ ), then there is only a special form of |ϕ with which as the target |χ can save some entanglement lost of certain transformations; and (3) if L u (|χ ) < g u (|ϕ ), then |χ can save nothing from any transformation with the target |ϕ . These results provide some fundamental characterizations of partial entanglement recovery. Some interesting special cases of these characterizations are also discussed. Furthermore, two sufficient conditions under which |χ can recover some entanglement lost for a more general transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that ψ is not strictly majorized by ϕ are also presented. In particular, the main results obtained in Refs. [12] and [14] can be treated as special cases of our results. It is shown that the efficient and genuine recovery is not always possible when the dimension of the target state is larger than 2 × 2. For example, when n = 3 and α 1 = β 1 , |χ should be at least a 3 × 3 entangled state; this result in fact has been obtained in Ref. [14] without explicitly stated. When α 1 = β 1 and α n = β n , we show that 4 × 4-dimensional auxiliary states are necessary and sufficient, so n = 4 means that an efficient and genuine partial recovery is not possible. In general, we know that to recover partial entanglement lost in any LOCC transformation with target |ϕ , it is necessary and sufficient to consider the auxiliary states with dimension less than or equal to that of |ϕ .
To illustrate the use of the results obtained in this paper, we show that partial entanglement recovery also happens in quantum catalysis, mutual catalysis, and multiple-copy entanglement transformation. As an interesting application, we prove that a transformation such that the Schmidt coefficient vector of the source state is strictly majorized by that of the target state can always concentrate some partially entangled state into a maximally entangled state. We find that partial entanglement recovery of a transformation that can be realized with certainty under ELOCC (see Refs. [11] , [18] , and [20] ) is always possible. For any given incomparable pair {|ψ , |ϕ } such that both the source and the target are n × n-dimensional, a polynomial time algorithm of n is also proposed for seeking two k × k states |χ and |ω such that |ψ ⊗ |χ → |ϕ ⊗ |ω and |ω → |χ while |χ |ω , where k is treated as a fixed positive integer. We also show that partial entanglement recovery is directly connected with mutual catalysis [22] , and a systematical construction of the instances with mutual catalysis effect is sketched. When we consider the possibility of partial entanglement recovery in MLOCC (see Refs. [15] , [18] , and [20] ), a very interesting phenomenon occurs: although an auxiliary state |χ cannot save any entanglement lost in a transformation to a single copy of |ϕ , it really can recover some entanglement lost in certain transformations with multiple copies of |ϕ as a target.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, some notations and concepts are introduced, especially the definitions of minimal local uniformity, maximal local uniformity and global uniformity are given. Some properties of these indices are also discussed briefly. Especially, we present a key lemma connecting minimal local uniformity with global uniformity. In Section III, we give a complete characterization of auxiliary states |χ that can be used to save some entanglement lost for certain transformations with the target |ϕ . We examine some special cases of this result and show that the main results obtained in Refs. [12] and [14] can be seen as some corollaries of our result. We generalize our result in Section IV and give sufficient conditions for partial entanglement recovery. Some special cases are investigated carefully. To understand that whether partial entanglement recovery is possible in the situations such as quantum catalysis, mutual catalysis, and multiple-copy transformation, we give more examples and discussions in Section V. In Section VI, we draw a brief conclusion. We complete the proofs of some lemmas and theorems in Appendix Sections.
II. PRELIMINARIES
The purpose of this section is to give some preliminaries. First, it is helpful to introduce some notations involved with finite dimensional vectors. Let x be an n-dimensional vector. The dimension of x is often denoted as dim(x), i.e., dim(x) = n. The notation x ↓ will be used to stand for the vector that is obtained by rearranging the components of x into non-increasing order. In contrast, x ↑ denotes the vector that is obtained by rearranging the components of x into non-decreasing order. The notation x ⊕k denotes k times direct sum of x itself. Especially, for constant c, c ⊕k is just the k-dimensional vector (c, c, . . . , c). If every component of x is nonnegative, then we can write
where
is usually called the compact form of x. It is obvious that the compact form of a nonnegative vector is unique when the dimension of the vector space under consideration is fixed. The sum of the m largest components of the vector x is denoted by e m (x). That is, e m (x) = m i=1 x ↓ i . It is worth noting that e m (x) is a continuous function of x for each m = 1, . . . , n.
We say that x is majorized by y, denoted as x ≺ y, if
with equality if m = n. If all inequalities in Eq. (3) are strict and e n (x) = e n (y), then we follow the terminology in Ref. [14] and say that x is strictly majorized by y, denoted as x ⊳ y.
A vector x is a segment of a vector y if there exist i ≥ 1 and k ≥ 0 such that x = (y i , y i+1 , . . . , y i+k ). Now we can apply the above discussions to bipartite entangled pure states. Let |ψ be an n × n entangled pure state with ordered Schmidt coefficients α 1 ≥ α 2 ≥ · · · ≥ α n ≥ 0. As we have mentioned in the introduction, the symbol ψ is to be used to denote the Schmidt coefficient vector of |ψ , i.e., ψ = (α 1 , . . . , α n ), which is just an n-dimensional probability vector. We often identify the compact form of ψ with the compact form of state |ψ . We call |ψ an n × n maximally entangled state if the compact form of |ψ reduces to ( ⊕n ; otherwise we say that |ψ is a partially entangled state. If ϕ ′↓ is a segment of ϕ ↓ , then we call |ϕ ′ an unnormalized state. We also apply Nielsen's theorem to unnormalized states. Then Nielsen's theorem can be restated as: |ψ → |ϕ if and only if ψ ≺ ϕ. Here |ψ and |ϕ may be unnormalized states.
We define S(|ϕ ) to be the set of all n × n entangled pure states |ψ which can be directly transformed into |ϕ by LOCC. By Nielsen's theorem, S(|ϕ ) = {|ψ : ψ ≺ ϕ}. We can also define S o (|ϕ ) to be the set of all n × n states |ψ such that ψ is strictly majorized by ϕ, i.e., S o (|ϕ ) = {|ψ : ψ ⊳ ϕ}. It should be noted that states |ψ in S(|ϕ ) are required to have the same dimension with |ϕ . Such a requirement forces us to distinguish S(|ϕ ) from S(|ϕ ′ ) when |ϕ and |ϕ ′ are essentially the same state but their dimensions are different. For example, let ϕ = (0.5, 0.25, 0.25) and ϕ ′ = (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0). It is obvious that the states |ϕ and |ϕ ′ are essentially the same. However, according to the above definitions, S(|ϕ ) is completely different from S(|ϕ ′ ). This design decision in defining S(|ϕ ) enables us to considerably simplify the presentation of our main results. The same remark also applies to the definition of S o (|ϕ ). ), where n = m i=1 k i and m > 1. Then (i) the minimal local uniformity of |ψ is defined as
(ii) the maximal local uniformity of |ψ is defined as
(iii) the global uniformity of |ψ is defined as
It is easy to see that the minimal local uniformity, the maximal local uniformity, and the global uniformity of a quantum state |ψ with ψ ↓ = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) may be rewritten in a slightly different way:
The above rewriting will help us to simplify some proofs. From the above rewriting of Definition 2.1, it is easy to see that both l u (|ψ ) and g u (|ψ ) are continuous with respect to |ψ . Thus, it is reasonable to define the minimal local uniformity and the global uniformity of a maximally entangled state as 1. However, such a continuous property does not hold for the maximal local uniformity. To keep many properties of these three indices still valid even in the case that the quantum state under consideration is maximally entangled, it is convenient to define the maximal local uniformity of a maximally entangled state as 1. Also, for the sake of convenience, when the dimension of the state under consideration is one-dimensional, we define the uniform indices as 1.
In applying the above definitions of uniformity indices, it should be noted that the dimension of |ψ is somewhat arbitrary, as one can append zeroes to the vector ψ and thereby increase its dimension without changing the underlying quantum state. Suppose that the number of nonzero components of ψ is n. If |ψ is treated as an n × n state, all the above three uniformity indices are positive. However, if we append zeroes to ψ and yield a state |ψ ′ , then the uniformity indices of |ψ ′ are changed rapidly. For example, let ψ = (0.5, 0.25, 0.25) and ψ ′ = (0.5, 0.25, 0.25, 0). It is obvious that both the minimal local uniformity and the global uniformity of |ψ are 0.5. However, the minimal local uniformity and the global uniformity of |ψ ′ are changed into 0. Fortunately, the change of these indices with the dimension of the involved states does not bring us with essential difficulty. Indeed, to avoid any confusion that may be caused by the phenomenon that we just mentioned in the above definition, the dimension of the states are treated as fixed. In other words, if |ψ ′ is obtained from |ψ by appending zeros in its Schmidt coefficient vector, they may be thought of being two different states. Therefore, it is reasonable to allow that sometimes l u (|ψ ) = l u (|ψ ′ ) (as well as L u (|ψ ) = L u (|ψ ′ ) and g u (|ψ ) = g u (|ψ ′ ). Some simple but useful properties of the three indices defined above are presented in the following: Lemma 2.1: Let |ψ and |ϕ be two quantum states with compact forms ψ ↓ = (α ) and We give some remarks on the above properties. (1) shows that the three indices of minimal local uniformity, maximal local uniformity and global uniformity are all between 0 and 1. Moreover, they take value 1 if the state is maximally entangled. The minimal local uniformity and the global uniformity take the value 0 if the state in question has zero as one Schmidt coefficient, while the maximal local uniformity takes value 0 if it is a maximally entangled state in a lower dimensional state space, i.e., with a compact form ((
⊕m , 0 ⊕n−m ) for some m < n. If l u (|ψ ) = 0 or 1, i.e., |ψ has zero as a Schmidt coefficient or it is maximally entangled, then both the inequalities in (2) hold with equalities. In the case that 0 < l u (|ψ ) < 1, the first equality in (2) holds if the distinct Schmidt coefficients of |ψ form a geometry sequence; while the second equality holds if |ψ has at most two distinct Schmidt coefficients. The equality in (3) holds if and only if the distinct Schmidt coefficients of |ψ form a geometry sequence. (4) can be analyzed similarly. (5) means that these three indices only depend on distinct Schmidt coefficients of the state. (6) indicates that the global uniformity is decreasing under LOCC.
In addition to these trivial properties displayed in Lemma 2.1, the following lemma presents three more interesting properties of global uniformity and minimal local uniformity:
Lemma 2.2: Let |ψ and |ϕ be two quantum states. Then
(1) follows immediately by Definition 2.1. (3) is a simple application of (2) and Definition 2.1. So it is enough to prove (2) . By using Lemma 2.3 below, we can present a simple proof of item (2) .
By contradiction, suppose there exist two quantum states |χ 1 and |χ 2 such that item (2) doesn't hold. Then we can choose another quantum state |ϕ such that
Thus by l u (|χ 1 ⊗ |χ 2 ) < g u (|ϕ ) and Lemma 2.3, we have
Similarly, it follows from l u (|χ 1 ) > g u (|ϕ ) and Lemma 2.3 that
Furthermore, noticing
Combining Eqs. (12) and (13), we have
which contradicts Eq. (11).
The above lemma deserves some more remarks. Intuitively, (1) shows that the global uniformity is multiplicative under tensor product operation. (2) means that the tensor product of two states is at least as uniform as one of them. The first inequality in (3) shows that multiple-copy state is at least as uniform as single copy state. The second inequality provides an upper bound for the minimal local uniformity of multiple-copy state. More interestingly, it shows that the minimal local uniformity of a 2 × 2 or 3 × 3 state remains to be invariant under multiple-copy tensor product.
One of the most interesting applications of the uniformity indices introduced above is that they are able to give a characterization of strict majorization relation between the tensor products of entangled states.
Lemma 2.3:
Let |ϕ and |χ be two quantum states, and S o (|ϕ ) ⊗ |χ denotes the set of all points of the form |ψ ⊗ |χ with |ψ in
Intuitively, the above lemma shows that if the auxiliary state |χ is uniform enough, then the strict majorization relation ψ ⊗ χ ⊳ ϕ ⊗ χ can be kept providing that ψ ⊳ ϕ, and vice versa. What we like to emphasize here is, the source state |ψ is in fact irrelevant.
To conclude this section, we give a precise definition of partial entanglement recovery. Definition 2.2: Let |ψ and |ϕ be two n × n states, and let |χ be a k × k state. We say that |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ if there exists a k × k entangled state |ω such that (i) both the transformations of |ψ ⊗ |χ to |ϕ ⊗ |ω and |ω to |χ can be realized with certainty under LOCC. That is, |ψ ⊗ |χ → |ϕ ⊗ |ω and |ω → |χ ;
(ii) the transformation of |χ to |ω cannot be achieved with certainty under LOCC. That is, |χ |ω . Some remarks come as follows: 1) In the above definition, both the dimensions of the source state |ψ and the target state |ϕ are n× n. Similarly, the dimensions of the auxiliary states |χ and |ω are both k × k. These constraints are reasonable since during the transformation process the state space under consideration isn't modified. Intuitively, |ψ and |ϕ are two different states of the same two particles shared by Alice and Bob. The dimensions of these particles are assumed to be finite and fixed. Similar arguments apply to the states |χ and |ω . This is in fact the reason that we have to require that the dimension |ϕ is fixed in defining
, since all of them are introduced in this paper to describe partial entanglement recovery. 2) According to Nielsen's theorem, the above definition can be rewritten as: a k × k auxiliary state |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for a transformation of |ψ to |ϕ if there exists another k × k state |ω such that all of the relations ψ ⊗ χ ≺ ϕ ⊗ ω, ω ≺ χ and χ ⊀ ω hold simultaneously. 3) It is obvious that x ≺ y if and only if (x, 0) ≺ (y, 0). Thus by Nielsen's theorem and without any loss of generality, we can always assume that the number of nonzero Schmidt coefficients of the source state |ψ is n in the above definition of partial entanglement recovery. In other words, all Schmidt coefficients of the source state are positive. For the sake of technical simplicity, we often apply the above discussions not only to states but also to unnormalized states. Sometimes we shall use the clauses such as '|χ can save some entanglement lost for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ ', and we shall intuitively say that |ψ can transfer some entanglement into the state |χ whenever |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation from |ψ to some unspecified target state |ϕ to mean that '|χ can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ '.
III. PARTIAL ENTANGLEMENT RECOVERY FOR A TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN STATES WITH STRICT

MAJORIZATION
In this section, we focus on whether a given auxiliary state |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for a transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that |ψ is in S o (|ϕ ). A necessary and sufficient condition for such a recovery is presented. Thus, a complete characterization of such auxiliary states |χ is obtained.
Firstly, we define the distance between |ψ and |ϕ to be the Euclidean distance between two ndimensional ordered probability vectors ψ ↓ and ϕ ↓ , i.e,
Before presenting the main result of this section, we prove a useful theorem. Assuming that |ψ is in S o (|ϕ ), we shall prove that if l u (|χ ) > g u (|ϕ ) then a suitable collective operation can transform the joint state |ψ ⊗ |χ into another joint state |ϕ ⊗ |ω such that |ω is not 'far from' |χ . Surprisingly, this result does not depend on which source state |ψ we have chosen at the beginning.
Theorem 3.1:
Let |ψ and |ϕ be two states with |ψ ∈ S o (|ϕ ). If |χ is an auxiliary state such that l u (|χ ) > g u (|ϕ ), then there exists a positive number δ such that for any state |ω satisfying |||ω − |χ || < δ, it holds that |ψ ⊗ |χ → |ϕ ⊗ |ω . (16) Proof. In fact, because l u (|χ ) > g u (|ϕ ) and |ψ ∈ S o (|ϕ ), it follows from Lemma 2.3 that
Notice that a small enough perturbation on the right hand side of Eq. (17) will not change the relation '⊳' since every inequality in Eq. (3) is strict. Thus, take a sufficiently small positive number δ, for any state |ω satisfying |||ω − |χ || < δ, the relation ψ ⊗ χ ≺ ϕ ⊗ ω holds, which confirms the validity of Eq. (16) . With that we complete the proof of Theorem 3.1.
A simple consequence of Theorem 3.1 is the following corollary, which establishes a connection between uniformity indices and partial entanglement recovery.
Corollary 3.1: If g u (|ϕ ) < l u (|χ ) < 1, then |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation of |ψ to |ϕ with |ψ ∈ S o (|ϕ ). Intuitively, if the minimal local uniformity of a partially entangled pure state |χ is larger than the global uniformity of |ϕ , then the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that ψ ⊳ ϕ can always increase the entanglement degree of |χ .
Example 3.1: Let |ψ and |ϕ be two 2 × 2 states with ψ ↓ = (a, 1 − a) and ϕ
The goal here is to find a 2 × 2 state that can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ . Take an auxiliary state |χ(p) with χ(p)
then |χ(p) can be used to do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation |ψ → |ϕ . It is easy to see that Eq. (18) is equivalent to
The desired state |ω such that both |ψ ⊗ |χ → |ϕ ⊗ |ω and |ω → |χ hold can be taken as |ω = |χ(p − ǫ) with a suitably small positive number ǫ. It is obvious that |χ |ω whenever ǫ is positive but small enough.
In Example 3.1, the condition of p < b means that |χ(p) is more entangled than |ϕ . A simple analysis shows that this condition is also necessary to guarantee |χ(p) to do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ . So we rediscover the main result in Ref. [12] : for 2 × 2-dimensional states, the auxiliary state |χ can do nontrivial partial entanglement recovery for a transformation with target state |ϕ if and only if |χ is more entangled than |ϕ .
Example 3.2:
This is a generalization of Example 3.1. Let |ψ and |ϕ be two states such that |ψ is in S o (|ϕ ). Our aim here is to decide whether there exists some 2 × 2 state that can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ .
Take an auxiliary state |χ(p) with χ(p)
then |χ(p) can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ . Moreover, Eq. (19) is equivalent to 1 2
Therefore, the entanglement lost in the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ can always be partially recovered by a 2×2 state |χ(p) satisfying Eq. (20) . Again, the desired state |ω such that both |ψ ⊗|χ → |ϕ ⊗|ω and |ω → |χ can be taken as |ω = |χ(p − ǫ) with a suitably small positive number ǫ.
In Example 3.2, we prove that the entanglement lost in a transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that |ψ ∈ S o (|ϕ ) can always be partially recovered by a 2 × 2 state |χ , and the explicit construction of such a state |χ is also presented. This is a considerable refinement of Theorem 1 in Ref. [14] . We also point out that in the proof of Theorem 1 in Ref. [14] , an important constraint on p, i.e.,
, is missing, therefore the case (ii) in the proof of Theorem 1 in [14] will be possible if x = s = n and y = t = 0, which makes the proof there invalid. Corollary 3.1 only provides us a sufficient condition for |χ that can be used to receive some entanglement lost in a transformation of |ψ to |ϕ with |ψ ∈ S o (|ϕ ). However, this condition is too strong to be satisfied in many cases. Nevertheless, the following theorem gives a weaker condition, and indeed it provides a complete characterization of state |χ that can be used to do partial entanglement recovery for a transformation with target state |ϕ and source state |ψ in S o (|ϕ ). Theorem 3.2: Let |ψ and |ϕ be two n × n states such that |ψ is in S o (|ϕ ), and let |χ be a k × k auxiliary state. Then |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ if and only if one of the following three cases holds:
(i) L u (|χ ) = 0 and na ≥ n ′ (a + 1). Here a and n ′ are the number of nonzero Schmidt coefficients of |χ and |ϕ , respectively;
(
Here χ ′ is a segment of χ ↓ with only two distinct components, C is a normalization factor, and m ≥ 1.
Moreover, if none of the above cases holds, then |χ cannot do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that |ψ is in S(|ϕ ).
Proof. See Appendix B. From another point of view, the above theorem provides a necessary and sufficient condition under which |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for some transformation with |ϕ . Thus, Theorem 3.2 can be treated as a basic result about partial entanglement recovery. In the view of Theorem 3.2, it seems reasonable to use the maximal local uniformity to describe the partial entanglement recovery power of an auxiliary state.
We should point out that in the above theorem, the source state |ψ is in fact irrelevant. That is, if |χ can be used to do partial entanglement recovery for a transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that |ψ is in S o (|ϕ ), then for any |ψ ′ ∈ S o (|ϕ ), |χ can also save entanglement lost of the transformation of |ψ ′ to |ϕ . Theorem 3.2 has many interesting special cases. We only consider the following one where the auxiliary state |χ is 2 × 2-dimensional.
Corollary 3.2:
If |χ and |ϕ are two partially entangled states with χ ↓ = (p, 1 − p) and ϕ ↓ = (β 1 , . . . , β n ), then |χ can be used to do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that |ψ is in S o (|ϕ ) if and only if one of the following three cases holds: (i) p = 1 and n ≥ 2n ′ , where n ′ is the number of nonzero components of ϕ;
β1+βn and |ϕ has a special form such that
Moreover, if none of (i)-(iii) is satisfied, then |χ cannot do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that |ψ is in S(|ϕ ).
The most interesting part of the Corollary 3.2 is the case (iii 
By Corollary 3.2, it is easy to see that |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation of |ψ to |ϕ
↓ . However, again by the above corollary, |χ cannot recover anything for any transformations with target states |ϕ ′′ or |ϕ ′′′ .
Until now we only deal with the transformations of |ψ to |ϕ such that ψ is strictly majorized by ϕ. How about the other cases? In the next section, we shall prove two more general theorems about partial entanglement recovery where |ψ and |ϕ only need to satisfy the non-strict majorization relation ψ ≺ ϕ.
IV. PARTIAL ENTANGLEMENT RECOVERY FOR A GENERAL TRANSFORMATION
As promised at the end of the last section, in this section we deal with partial entanglement recovery for a class of more general transformations. Before proceeding to the main results, it will be helpful to introduce some notations. Let x and y be two finite dimensional vectors. We write
Roughly speaking, x ⊏ y means that the values of the extreme components of x are strictly bounded by those of y. We shall use the formal expression
For simplicity of notations, in this section, we only deal with vectors that are in non-increasing order. That is, for a finite dimensional vector x, we assume that x = x ↓ . We now introduce the following concept for latter use. Definition 4.1: A decomposition of a vector x is a sequence of vectors x 1 , . . . , x m satisfying (i) Each of these vectors is with dimension at least one, i.e., dim(x i ) ≥ 1; (ii) x is the direct sum of these vectors, i.e., x = (
The following simple lemma provides a special decomposition of two vectors x and y such that x ≺ y. It is obvious that I x,y ∩ D x,y = ∅ and I x,y ∪ D x,y = {1, . . . , m}.
One can easily check that x ⊳ y is equivalent to I x,y = ∅ and D x,y = {1}.
In what follows, we only consider the auxiliary state with positive Schmidt coefficients, since our major purpose here is to find the states that can do partial entanglement recovery for a given transformation. For simplicity, the maximally entangled state is also not considered.
With these preliminaries, we can present one of the main results in this section, which gives a sufficient condition under which |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for a transformation of |ψ to |ϕ . Theorem 4.1: Let |ψ and |ϕ be two states such that ψ is majorized by ϕ with normal decompositions ψ = (ψ 1 , . . . , ψ m ) and ϕ = (ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m ), and let |χ be an auxiliary state with a similar decomposition as |ψ and |ϕ , say,
and
then |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ . Moreover, if |χ satisfies Eqs. (21) and (22), then there exists a positive number δ such that for any state |ω with a decomposition ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω m ) satisfying (i) ω i = χ i for any i ∈ I ψ,ϕ ; and (ii) ||ω i − χ i || < δ and ω i = χ i for any i ∈ D ψ,ϕ , the transformation of |ψ ⊗ |χ to |ϕ ⊗ |ω can be realized with certainty by LOCC, i.e., |ψ ⊗ |χ → |ϕ ⊗ |ω .
(23) Proof. See Appendix C.
We give some remarks about the Theorem 4.1: 1) In the above theorem whether |χ can save entanglement lost for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ does not depend on the choice of the source state |ψ . It only depends on the decomposition of the target state and the index sets I ψ,ϕ and D ψ,ϕ . For this reason, in what follows, it is not necessary to specify clearly the source state |ψ . Moreover, we only need to give a decomposition of ϕ and two index sets I and D. Based on these conditions, we can identify a class of auxiliary state |χ that can do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation of |ψ to |ϕ with source state |ψ satisfying I ψ,ϕ = I and D ψ,ϕ = D. 2) When |χ can be used to do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ , the more entangled state |ω generated from |χ is also given by the above theorem. It should be careful that in general the resulted state |ω is determined by states |χ , |ψ and |ϕ together, although the choice of |χ doesn't depend on the source state |ψ . In other words, sometimes there may not exist a universal state |ω in the sense that |ψ ′ ⊗ |χ → |ϕ ⊗ |ω , |ω → |χ and |χ |ω hold for all states |ψ ′ with D ψ ′ ,ϕ = D ψ,ϕ and I ψ ′ ,ϕ = I ψ,ϕ .
We turn now to examine some special cases of Theorem 4.1. The first special case is that both D and I are singletons.
Corollary 4.1: Let |ϕ and |χ be two states with decompositions ϕ = (ϕ 1
then |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation of |ψ to |ϕ with source state |ψ such that I ψ,ϕ = I and D ψ,ϕ = D.
A corresponding for the dual of case I = {2} and D = {1} can be obtained by exchanging χ 1 with χ 2 and ϕ 1 with ϕ 2 in Eq. (24) and Eq. (25), respectively. For the sake of convenience, for two n-dimensional vectors x and y with x ≺ y, we define ∆ x,y as the set of all indices m such that the inequality in Eq. (3) holds with an equality, i.e., ∆ x,y = {m : e m (x) = e m (y) and 1 ≤ m ≤ n − 1}.
Note that 1 ∈ ∆ x,y is equivalent to x 1 = y 1 and n − 1 ∈ ∆ ψ,ϕ is equivalent to x n = y n . We shall use this notation soon. Now we present two examples to illustrate the use of Corollary 4.1. Example 4.1: Let |ψ and |ϕ be two n × n states such that |ψ is in S(|ϕ ) (n > 2). Assume that ∆ ψ,ϕ = {1}. We hope to find an auxiliary state |χ with the minimal dimension to do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ .
To be more specific, let ϕ = (β 1 , . . . , β n ). Since ∆ ψ,ϕ = {1}, it is obvious that ϕ has a normal decomposition ϕ = (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ), where ϕ 1 = (β 1 ) and ϕ 2 = (β 2 , . . . , β n ). Moreover, I ψ,ϕ = {1} and D ψ,ϕ = {2}. Take an auxiliary state |χ with χ = (χ 1 , χ 2 ), where
By Corollary 4.1, if |χ satisfies Eqs. (24)-(25), then |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ . So we have
By Eqs. (27) and (29), we can take positive numbers λ and µ such that
Substituting Eqs. (30) and (31) into Eq. (28) yields 0 < λ < µ. Moreover, the constraint γ 2 > γ 3 and Eq. (31) yield µ < (β 2 − β n )/β n . γ 2 is used to make the following normalization condition satisfied:
Notice that β 2 > β n . One can easily check that such (γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 ) satisfying Eqs. (30), (31) and (32) is a solution of the system of inequalities defined by Eqs. (27)-(29). The parameters λ and µ satisfy 0 < λ < µ < (β 2 − β n )/β n . Thus by Corollary 4.1, the 3 × 3 auxiliary state |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ . Moreover, the state |ω such that both |ψ ⊗ |χ → |ϕ ⊗ |ω and |ω → |χ hold can be chosen as ω = (γ 1 , γ 2 − ǫ, γ 3 + ǫ) with a sufficiently small positive number ǫ.
We should point out that the existence of such an auxiliary state |χ with χ = (γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 ) has been proven in Theorem 3 in Ref. [14] , where |χ is of the form χ(p, q) = (p, q, 1−p−q), p ≥ q ≥ 1−p−q ≥ 0. However, an important constraint on the p and q or the region R, i.e., (1 − p − q)β 2 > qβ n , is missing in Ref. [14] . Thus an additional case which is not included in Case (i) and Case (ii) in Ref. [14] will be possible, which makes the proof there invalid.
A dual case of Example 4.1 is as follows: Example 4.2: Let |ψ and |ϕ be two n × n states such that |ψ is in S(|ϕ ) (n > 2). Assume that ∆ ψ,ϕ = {n − 1}. We hope to find an auxiliary state |χ with the minimal dimension to do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ .
To be more specific, let ϕ = (β 1 , . . . , β n ). Since ∆ ψ,ϕ = {n−1}, it is easy to check that ϕ has a normal decomposition ϕ = (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ), where ϕ 1 = (β 1 , . . . , β n−1 ) and ϕ 2 = (β n ). Similarly, let an auxiliary sate |χ have a decomposition χ = (χ 1 , χ 2 ), where
, and γ 1 > γ 2 > γ 3 > 0. By Eqs. (24) and (25) again, noticing that I ψ,ϕ = {2} and D ψ,ϕ = {1}, we have the following system of inequalities
By using a similar argument as in Example 4.1, we can take
where 0 < λ < µ < (β 1 − β n−1 )/β n−1 . (λ < µ is deduced by substituting Eqs. (36) and (37) into Eq. (34), µ < (β 1 − β n−1 )/β n−1 comes from Eq. (36) and γ 1 > γ 2 ). γ 1 is taken to validate the following normalization condition
Since β 1 > β n−1 , one can easily check that such a state |χ with χ = (γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 ) a solution of the inequalities system defined by Eqs. (33)-(35). Thus by Corollary 4.1 |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ . Again, the desired state |ω such that both |ψ ⊗ |χ → |ϕ ⊗ |ω and |ω → |χ hold can be chosen as ω = (γ 1 − ǫ, γ 2 + ǫ, γ 3 ) with a suitably small positive number ǫ.
Totally say, if one of the cases (but only one!) ∆ ψ,ϕ = {1} or ∆ ψ,ϕ = {n − 1} occurs, we can always use a 3 × 3 state |χ to partially recover entanglement lost in the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ . The explicit construction of such |χ has also been presented in above examples.
The following corollary is another important special case of 
then |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation of |ψ to |ϕ with I ψ,ϕ = I and
A very interesting application of the above corollary is the following: Example 4.3: Let |ψ and |ϕ be two n × n states such that |ψ is in S(|ϕ ) (n > 3). Assume ∆ ψ,ϕ = {1, n − 1}. Our purpose here is to find an auxiliary state to do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ .
Take a 4 × 4 auxiliary state |χ with χ = (γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 , γ 4 ). Let us decompose ϕ and χ, respectively, into 
where 1 + λ < (1 + η)(1 + µ) < β 2 /β n−1 , λ, µ, and η are all positive real numbers, and γ 2 is used to validate the normalization condition
So such an auxiliary state |χ for partial entanglement recovery always exists. Ultimately, to partially recover entanglement lost in the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ , it is sufficient to use an auxiliary state |χ with dimension 4 × 4. Again, the more entangled state |ω generated from |χ after the partial entanglement recovery can be chosen as ω = (γ 1 , γ 2 − ǫ, γ 3 + ǫ, γ 4 ) with an arbitrary but small enough positive number ǫ.
In Ref. [14] , it has been proven that any 3 × 3 state cannot be used to recover partial entanglement lost for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ with ψ ≺ ϕ and ∆ ψ,ϕ = {1, n − 1}. By the above example, we are able to show that 4 × 4 auxiliary states are necessary and sufficient to do partial entanglement recovery for this special case.
In the practical use, we hope that the dimension of the auxiliary state |χ is as small as possible. In Theorem 4.1, if there are two successive integers i and i + 1 both contained in D ψ,ϕ (In the set I ψ,ϕ this case cannot happen!), we in fact can combine χ i and χ i+1 together to reduce the dimension of χ. So a careful investigation of the structure of D ψ,ϕ is necessary.
Let us see a simple example. Suppose that for states |ψ and |ϕ , I ψ,ϕ = {1, 4, 7, 12} and D ψ,ϕ = {2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11}. By the construction in Theorem 4.1, we should use an auxiliary state |χ with χ = (χ 1 , . . . , χ 12 ), where each χ i (i ∈ D ψ,ϕ ) is with dimension at least 2. Thus the vector χ is with dimension at least |I ψ,ϕ | + 2|D ψ,ϕ | = 20. If we combine the successive integers in D ψ,ϕ together, we have D ′ ψ,ϕ = {{2, 3}, {5, 6}, {8, 9, 10, 11}}, and the dimension of χ is reduced to |I ψ,ϕ | + 2|D ′ ψ,ϕ | = 10. More formally, suppose that |ψ and |ϕ are two states with normal decompositions ψ = (ψ 1 , . . . , ψ m ) and ϕ = (ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m ). To be specific, let
The 
where we assume that any term which doesn't exist should be omitted automatically without affecting the orders of other terms.
Suppose that J is a finite set of integers. We use the notations max J and min J to denote the maximal and the minimal elements of J, respectively. For any real function f (.) defined on J, the expression arg min k∈J f (k) denotes the index i ∈ J such that f (i) = min k∈J f (k) (Here we assume that there is only a unique i of J that can attain the minimum).
Now we can present another condition for the existence of partial entanglement recovery, which complements Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.2:
Let |ψ and |ϕ be two states such that ψ is majorized by ϕ with normal decompositions ψ = (ψ 1 , . . . , ψ m ) and ϕ = (ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m ), and let |χ be an auxiliary state with a decomposition
then |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ . Moreover, if |χ satisfies Eqs. (42)-(44), then there exists a positive number δ such that for any state |ω with a decomposition ω = ⊕ i∈I ′ ψ,ϕ
ψ,ϕ , the transformation of |ψ ⊗ |χ to |ϕ ⊗ |ω can be realized with certainty by LOCC, i.e., |ψ ⊗ |χ → |ϕ ⊗ |ω .
(45) Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 4.1, and we omit the details.
The key idea in the above theorem is to let all vectors between ϕ ki+1 and ϕ ki+1−1 correspond to a single χ Di . Of course, this will reduce the dimension of χ efficiently. An interesting special case of Theorem 4.2 is when the majorization ψ ≺ ϕ splits into m strict majorizations: ψ i ⊳ ϕ i . We state this result in the following: Corollary 4.3: Let |ψ and |ϕ be two states such that |ψ is in S(|ϕ ). Suppose that ψ and ϕ are with normal decompositions ψ = (ψ 1 , . . . , ψ m ) and ϕ = (ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m ), and let I ψ,ϕ = ∅. If |χ is an auxiliary state such that l u (|χ ) > max{g u (|ϕ i : i = 1, . . . , m}, then |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ .
Proof. In fact, in this special case, D ′ ψ,ϕ = {D ψ,ϕ } = {{1, . . . , m}}, I
′ ψ,ϕ = ∅. Thus, by Theorem 4.2, to do partial entanglement recovery, the only non-trivial condition that |χ should be satisfied is Eq. (43), which is exactly the assumption of the present corollary.
It is easy to check that in the above corollary, |χ can be chosen as a 2 × 2 state. While by Theorem 4.1, we can only find a state |χ of dimension at least 2m × 2m.
By summarizing Theorems 3.2, 4.1, and 4.2, we have the following: Theorem 4.3: Suppose that |ψ and |ϕ are two n × n states such that ψ ≺ ϕ. We can always find an auxiliary state |χ to do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ , where the dimension of χ is between 2 × 2 and n × n. Moreover, such a state |χ can only depend on the target state |ϕ and the presence of equalities in majorization ψ ≺ ϕ, and the source state |ψ is irrelevant.
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorems 3.2, 4.1, and 4.2.
The upper bound n × n cannot always be reduced to (n − 1) × (n − 1). We have seen in Example 4.3 when n = 4, to do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that ∆ ψ,ϕ = {1, 3}, an auxiliary state |χ of dimension 4 × 4 is needed.
We conclude this section by giving an example to illustrate the use of Theorem 4.2. This example is taken from Ref. [16] .
Example 4.4: Let |ψ and |ϕ be two n × n states such that |ψ is in S(|ϕ ) (n > 6). Assume that ∆ ψ,ϕ = {2, 3, 5}. The goal here is to find an auxiliary state |χ to do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ .
To be more specific, let ϕ = (β 1 , . . . , β n ). It is easy to check that ϕ has a normal decomposition 
and χ
Eq. (43) yields
Eq. (44) yields
which is automatically satisfied since l u (|χ {2} ) = 1 while the right hand side of Eq. (49) is strictly less than 1.
More explicitly, we have
With a routine calculation one can check that
is a solution of the system of inequalities defined by Eqs. (50)- (52), where γ 3 > 0 is used to make the normalization condition satisfied:
The parameters η, λ, µ, and h satisfy
Notice that β 1 > β 2 , β 4 > β 5 , and β 6 > β n , and such a state |χ with χ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ 5 ) always exists. So we have actually constructed a class of states |χ with dimension 5 × 5 that can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ .
V. SOME APPLICATIONS
In this section, we establish some interesting connections of partial entanglement recovery to the generation of maximally entangled states, entanglement catalysis, mutual catalysis, and multiple-copy entanglement transformation.
A. How to obtain a maximally entangled state by using partial entanglement recovery
Maximally entangled states play a crucial role in many applications of quantum entanglement, such as quantum superdense coding [2] and quantum teleportation [3] . It is very important to generate such states in practical information processing. Under the constraint of LOCC, a natural way to obtain a maximally entangled state is to concentrate a large number of partially entangled states [5] . However, such a concentrating protocol involves infinitely many copies of source state while in practice only finite copies can be available. One can find various deterministic protocols based on Nielsen's theorem [6] and probabilistic protocols based on Vidal's theorem [10] as well. It was shown in Ref. [12] that two 2 × 2 partially entangled states sometimes can be concentrated into an EPR pair deterministically. An extensive generalization of such a deterministic concentration protocol was presented in Ref. [13] , where the maximal number of Bell states that can be concentrated from a finite number of partially entangled states was derived. In what follows, we consider deterministic transformations only.
The following theorem shows that almost all deterministic entanglement transformations can concentrate a partially entangled pure state into a maximally entangled state with the same dimension providing that they are close enough to each other.
Theorem 5.1: Let |ψ be a state in S o (|ϕ ) and let
|i |i be a k × k maximally entangled state. Then there exists a positive number δ such that for any k × k state |χ satisfying |||χ − |Φ + || < δ, the transformation of |ψ ⊗ |χ to |ϕ ⊗ |Φ + can be realized with certainty by LOCC, i.e., |ψ ⊗ |χ → |ϕ ⊗ |Φ + .
(53) Proof. This is only a simple application of Lemma 2.3. Since S o (|ϕ ) is not empty and l u (|Φ + ) = 1 > g u (|ϕ ), it follows from Lemma 2.3 that
An arbitrary but small enough perturbation on |Φ + in the left hand side of Eq. (54) can still keep the relation '⊳'. Hence the existence of δ is proven.
The above theorem tells us that for any given |ψ ∈ S o (|ϕ ) and k > 1, we can find a partially entangled pure state |χ satisfying |ψ ⊗ |χ → |ϕ ⊗ |Φ + . It is obvious that |χ depends on not only |ϕ and k, but also |ψ . At first glance, this seems contradicting our result about partial entanglement recovery, which states the auxiliary state |χ for partial entanglement recovery only depends on the target state |ϕ and the presence of equalities in majorization ψ ≺ ϕ. The key point is that when we consider whether |χ can be used to do partial entanglement recovery for a transformation with the target state |ϕ , the resulted state |ω is not specified; while the resulted state here is given and is maximally entangled. By Nielsen's theorem, |χ should be determined by the relation ψ ⊗ χ ≺ ϕ ⊗ Φ + , which obviously depends on the source state, the target state and k.
To illustrate how to determine the auxiliary state |χ in the above theorem, let us examine a simple case that |ψ and |ϕ are both 2 × 2-dimensional. Especially, the following example deals with the case of k = 2.
Example 5.1: Let |ψ , |ϕ , and |Φ + be three 2 × 2 states with ψ = (a, 1 − a), ϕ = (b, 1 − b), and
2 ), where
We are going to find a 2 × 2 partially entangled state |χ such that the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ can concentrate |χ into the maximally entangled state |Φ + .
Suppose that |χ is with the form χ = (p, 1 − p), where 1 2 < p < 1. By Nielsen's theorem, we only need |χ to satisfy
Notice that ϕ ⊗ Φ + has only two distinct components and
Note that 1 2 < a < b < 1, so the above equation can be simplified as
which is exactly the result obtained in Ref. [12] .
More generally, suppose that the k × k auxiliary state |χ is of the form χ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ k ). Then to obtain a k × k maximally entangled state |Φ + from the above transformation of |ψ to |ϕ , it suffices to have ψ ⊗ χ ≺ ϕ ⊗ Φ + , which is equivalent to
If k = 2, we can show that Eq. (56) can be reduced to Eq. (55).
One can similarly consider the general case where both k and n take arbitrary positive integers.
B. Partial entanglement recovery and entanglement catalysis
In above discussions, we always assume that the source state |ψ is comparable to the target state |ϕ , i.e., the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ can be realized with certainty under LOCC. How about the case that |ψ and |ϕ are not comparable? The general answer to this question remains unknown.
In Ref. [17] a special case that the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ has a catalyst state |c such that |ψ ⊗ |c → |ϕ ⊗ |c [11] , i.e., the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ can be realized under ELOCC, was examined carefully. In fact, it was shown that the problem of doing partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ with ψ ⊀ ϕ may be reduced to the problem of finding a catalyst state |c and then seeking a suitable auxiliary state |χ to do partial entanglement recovery for the new transformation of |ψ ⊗ |c to |ϕ ⊗ |c such that ψ ⊗ c ≺ ϕ ⊗ c. For this purpose, in Ref. [17] an algorithm of time complexity O((nk)!) was proposed to find a k × k catalyst |c for a transformation of |ψ to |ϕ in which the source state and the target state are both n × n-dimensional.
However, this algorithm is intractable in the practical use since it is of exponential time complexity. In Ref. [21] a polynomial time algorithm of n for fixed k was given. With the aid of this efficient algorithm, one can quickly determine whether an n × n incomparable pair has a k × k catalyst. Then by the results just obtained in the current paper, such as Theorems 3.2, 4.1, or 4.2, a state |χ that can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ can be found.
Therefore, if the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ can be realized with certainty under ELOCC, then we can always find an auxiliary state |χ to do entanglement recovery for this transformation.
C. Partial entanglement recovery and mutual catalysis
In Ref. [22] , an interesting phenomenon named mutual catalysis was demonstrated. If |ψ |ϕ and |α |β but |ψ ⊗ |α → |ϕ ⊗ |β , we say that |ψ and |α can be mutually catalyzed by each other. Of course, the trivial case such that |ψ → |β and |α → |ϕ is not necessary to consider. With the help of the results obtained in this paper, one can easily construct many non-trivial instances with mutual catalysis. First, let us reexamine an example from Ref. [22] .
Example 5.2: Let |ψ , |ϕ , |α , and |β be four states with ψ = (0.33, 0.32, 0.3, 0.05), ϕ = (0.6, 0.2, 0.14, 0.06), α = (0.6, 0.3, 0.1, 0), and β = (0.46, 0.46, 0.08, 0). It is easy to see that both the transformations of |ψ to |ϕ and of |α to |β cannot happen with certainty even under ELOCC. But we do have |ψ ⊗ |α → |ϕ ⊗ |β in a non-trivial way. This is just the effect of mutual catalysis.
From other point of view, this example can be treated as a special instance of partial entanglement recovery. To see this, let us relabel the above four states as follows: χ = (0.6, 0.3, 0.1, 0), ω = (0.6, 0.2, 0.14, 0.06), ψ = (0.33, 0.32, 0.3, 0.05), ϕ = (0.46, 0.46, 0.08, 0). It is obvious that ψ ⊳ ϕ. Noticing that l u (|ω ) > g u (|ϕ ) = 0, we have that ψ ⊗ ω ⊳ ϕ ⊗ ω by Lemma 2.3. A small perturbation on ω will generate χ = ω + (0, 0.1, −0.04, −0.06). Note that E(|χ ) = 1.2955 < E(|ω ) = 1.5472. So the entropy of entanglement of |χ has been enhanced.
The above example shows a connection between partial entanglement recovery and mutual catalysis. More generally, any pairs {|ψ , |χ } and {|ϕ , |ω } such that |ψ ⊗ |χ → |ϕ ⊗ |ω , |χ |ω , |χ |ϕ , and |ψ |ϕ ⊗ |ω can be treated as nontrivial instances of mutual catalysis. It is obvious that these pairs can be easily obtained with the aid of lemma 2.3. Furthermore, one can choose the state |ω satisfying ω ≺ χ but χ ⊀ ω. We omit the construction details.
D. Multiple-copy is essential for partial entanglement recovery
Multiple-copy entanglement transformation (or shortly, MLOCC) is another interesting topic in quantum entanglement theory. Let us review this concept briefly. In Ref. [15] , it was demonstrated that sometimes multiple copies of source state may be transformed into the same number of copies of target state although the transformation cannot happen for a single copy. That is, for some states |ψ and |ϕ , although the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ cannot be realized with certainty by LOCC, there may exist m > 1 such that the multiple-copy transformation of |ψ ⊗m of |ϕ ⊗m can be achieved deterministically. This kind of transformation that uses multiple copies of source state and then transforms all of them together into the same number of copies of target state is intuitively called 'multiple-copy entanglement transformation', or MLOCC for short. See Refs. [15] , [18] , [19] , and [20] for more about MLOCC.
It may be of interest to study the relations between partial entanglement recovery and multiple-copy entanglement transformation. To one's surprise, the entanglement lost in a multiple-copy entanglement transformation can be recovered more easily than that in a single-copy transformation when the auxiliary state is given. To demonstrate this point, we need the following theorem as a useful tool.
Theorem 5.2: Let |ϕ and |χ be two partially entangled states. If |χ has at least two distinct nonzero Schmidt coefficients, then there exists a positive integer k 0 such that for any k ≥ k 0 and |ψ ∈ S o (|ϕ ) the entanglement lost in the transformation of |ψ ⊗k to |ϕ ⊗k can be partially recovered by |χ .
The most interesting part of the above theorem is that the choice of k 0 only depends on |χ and |ϕ . Proof. First, applying Lemma 1 in Ref. [19] yields that ψ⊳ϕ implies ψ ⊗k ⊳ϕ ⊗k for any k ≥ 1. Second, notice that g u (|ϕ ⊗k ) = g k u (|ϕ ) and g u (|ϕ ) < 1. By the assumption on |χ , we have 0 < L u (|χ ) < 1. Thus there exists k 0 ≥ 1 such that L u (|χ ) > g k u (|ϕ ) for any k ≥ k 0 . Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, we deduce that |χ can be used to do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ ⊗k to |ϕ ⊗k such that k ≥ k 0 and |ψ ∈ S o (|ϕ ).
Let us take now two states |ϕ and |χ such that 0 < L u (|χ ) < g u (|ϕ ) < 1. By Theorem 3.2, |χ cannot do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation with the target |ϕ since L u (|χ ) < g u (|ϕ ). On the other hand, it is easy to see that |ϕ and |χ satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5.2. Hence, there exists k 0 such that for any k ≥ k 0 and |ψ ∈ S o (|ϕ ), the entanglement lost in the k-copy transformation, i.e., the transformation of |ψ ⊗k to |ϕ ⊗k , can be partially recovered by |χ .
It deserves to give an intuitive explanation about the above theorem. In fact, if the auxiliary state |χ cannot do partial entanglement recovery for the transformations with the target state |ϕ , then the target state is too uniform, and then it is too entangled relative to |χ . So for any state |ψ that can be transformed into |ϕ under LOCC, the extra entanglement left except the necessary part to finish the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ is not enough to be transferred into |χ . But if multiple copies of source state are provided, the extra entanglement will be accumulated. Such extra entanglement can be transferred into the state |χ when it exceeds a threshold.
It is also interesting to investigate the partial entanglement recovery power when multiple copies of the auxiliary state |χ are available. We restrict ourselves to consider the special case that |χ is 2 × 2-dimensional. A surprising result appears as the following:
Theorem 5.3: Let |χ be a 2×2-dimensional partially entangled state and |ϕ be any partially entangled state. If L u (|χ ) < g u (|ϕ ), then for any k ≥ 1, |χ ⊗k cannot do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation with target state |ϕ . Intuitively, if the auxiliary state |χ is 2 × 2-dimensional, then more copies of |χ do not provide any extra power of partial entanglement recovery if L u (|χ ) < g u (|ϕ ). This is very reasonable since the key point of such a recovery is the difference between the entanglement resource of the source state and that of the target state, which keeps invariant during increasing the number of copies of auxiliary state.
Proof. By (3) of Lemma 2.2 we have that
So by the assumption L u (|ψ ) < g u (|ϕ ), it follows from Theorem 3.2 that |χ ⊗k cannot be used to do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation with target state |ϕ .
In the case of L u (|χ ) = g u (|ϕ ), however, the partial entanglement recovery capability of |χ ⊗k in fact may be strictly more powerful than that of |χ for suitably large k in the sense that |χ ⊗k can do partial entanglement recovery for some transformation with target state |ϕ while |χ cannot. See the following example.
Example 5.3: Let |χ be a state with χ = (p, 1 − p), where 1 2 < p < 1. Then by Theorem 3.2 we know that |χ cannot do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation with the target state |ϕ such that ϕ = (p, p, p, p, 1 − p, 1 − p)/(2 + 2p).
However, by Theorem 3.2 again, the state |χ
2 ) can do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that |ψ is in S o (|ϕ ).
A more general result in this special case is: if the target state |ϕ has only two distinct nonzero Schmidt coefficients, then for a sufficiently large k, |χ ⊗k can always do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation of |ψ to |ϕ with |ψ ∈ S o (|ϕ ); otherwise such a recovery is impossible for any positive integer k.
VI. CONCLUSION
To summarize, we obtained a complete characterization of an auxiliary bipartite entangled state |χ that can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ with |ψ ∈ S o (|ϕ ). To one's surprise, this auxiliary state can only depend on the target state |ϕ and the presence of the equalities in the majorization relation ψ ≺ ϕ; the source state |ψ is in fact irrelevant.
We also presented two sufficient conditions for |χ that can be used to do partial entanglement recovery for a class of general transformations of |ψ to |ϕ with ψ ≺ ϕ. Especially, we proved that for n > 2, to recover entanglement lost in a transformation to target |ϕ , the dimension of an auxiliary state may be taken from 2×2 to n×n. In many cases only a 2×2 state is enough. As applications, we established some interesting connections of partial entanglement recovery to the generation of maximally entangled states, entanglement catalysis, mutual catalysis, and multiple-copy entanglement transformation. The results presented in this paper should help us to manipulate quantum entanglement more economically.
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3 Take a state |ψ ∈ S o (|ϕ ). To be more specific, suppose that ψ
The case of k = 1 is trivial. We only consider the case that k > 1. First we prove that if l u (|χ ) > g u (|ϕ ) then |ψ ⊗ |χ is in S o (|ϕ ⊗ |χ ). In other words, it holds that
for any 1 ≤ l < nk.
We rewrite
where 0 ≤ l i ≤ n and
Thus we merely need to consider two cases:
Case 1: There exists 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that 0 < l i < n. In this case, e li (γ i ψ) < e li (γ i ϕ) holds. Then Eq. (57) follows from
Case 2: For all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, l i ∈ {0, n}. Suppose h is the maximal index such that l h = n, where 1 ≤ h < k (otherwise h = k implies l = nk, a contradiction with the assumption l < nk). In this case, from l u (|χ ) > g u (|ϕ ) we have γ h+1 /γ h > β n /β 1 , or
By the definition of e nh (ψ ⊗ χ) and the assumption on h, together with ψ ≺ ϕ, we further have
Notice Eq. (60), so it follows that
where the last inequality is by the definition of e nh (ϕ ⊗ χ). Thus the validity of Eq. (57) is proven for any 1 ≤ l < nk, which implies that |ψ ⊗ |χ is in
Conversely, suppose that |ψ ⊗ |χ is in S o (|ϕ ⊗ |χ ), while there exists some h, such that
where 1 ≤ h < k. Equivalently, we have
which yields
a contradiction with the assumption that e l (ψ ⊗ χ) < e l (ϕ ⊗ χ) for any 1 ≤ l < nk.
With that we complete the proof of Lemma 2.3. ), and let x be another n-dimensional vector such that x ≺ y but y ⊀ x. Then there exists an n-dimensional vector z such that x ≺ z ≺ y, and z has a compact form as follows:
where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ s and ǫ > 0.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of B.1. Lemma of Ref. [7] (see page 21).
Lemma of Ref. [7] (page 121).
Lemma 6.3:
To be more specific, let x ′ and y ′ be m-dimensional, and let x ′′ and y ′′ be n-dimensional. Then
and e l (y ′′ ) = e m+l (y) − e m (y ′ )
for each l = 1, . . . , n.
The assumptions x ′ ≺ y ′ and x ≺ y yield
for each l = 1, . . . , m + n, with equality if l = m + n. Thus Eqs. (66)- (69) give
for each l = 1, . . . , n, with equality when l = n. With that we complete the proof of x ′′ ≺ y ′′ . If x ≺ y and x ′′ ≺ y ′′ , we can prove x ′ ≺ y ′ similarly.
Now we proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.2. We deal with the case that all nonzero Schmidt coefficients of |χ are identical first, i.e., L u (|χ ) = 0 or 1.
Assume that χ ↓ = (( 1 a ) ⊕a , 0 ⊕k−a ). If a = k, then |χ is a maximally entangled state, and thus there doesn't exist another k×k state |ω such that ω ≺ χ and χ ⊀ ω, which implies that a partial entanglement recovery is not possible.
Suppose that 1 ≤ a < k. If |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for some transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that |ψ is in S(|ϕ ), then the state |ω such that ψ ⊗ χ ≺ ϕ ⊗ ω and ω ≺ χ, but χ ⊀ ω should have at least a + 1 nonzero Schmidt coefficients. By the property of majorization, the number of nonzero Schmidt coefficients of ψ ⊗ χ is not less than that of ϕ ⊗ ω, i.e.,
where n ′′ denotes the number of nonzero Schmidt coefficients of |ψ . Obviously, we have n ′′ ≤ n, thus
Conversely, if Eq. (72) holds, we will show that |χ can be used to do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation of |ψ to |ϕ with |ψ ∈ S o (|ϕ ). Let us take
where ǫ is a suitably small positive number. We have that
for any 0 < ǫ < 1 2a . Notice that |ψ is in S o (|ϕ ). Applying Lemma 2.3 gives
Combining the above equation and Eq. (72) gives
where we have used the notation (x)
Since a small perturbation on the right-hand side of the above equation cannot change the relation ⊳, we have that
for small enough positive number ǫ. Appending suitable number of zeros on the both sides of Eq. (77) gives
which yields that |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ . Now we turn to the general case that |χ has at least two nonzero distinct Schmidt coefficients, i.e., 0 < L u (|χ ) < 1. We shall consider the following three cases:
First, we deal with the case (i). We shall prove that if L u (|χ ) > g u (|ϕ ), then |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that |ψ is in S o (|ϕ ). Suppose that |χ has a compact form χ ↓ = (γ ). We also assume
. If k i = 1 or k i+1 = 1, we simply omit the meaningless terms. For any |ψ ∈ S o (|ϕ ), it follows that
where Eq. (81) comes from Eq. (79) and Lemma 2.3. So for a suitably small positive number ǫ, we have
where γ ′′ (ǫ) = (γ i − ǫ, γ i+1 + ǫ). By Eqs. (80), (82) and (83), applying Lemma 6.2 gives
Second we deal with the case (ii). Suppose that L u (|χ ) < g u (|ϕ ). We shall prove that |χ cannot do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation |ψ → |ϕ such that |ψ is in S(|ϕ ).
By contradiction, suppose that there exists a state |ω such that |ψ ⊗ |χ → |ϕ ⊗ |ω and |ω → |χ |χ |ω . We conclude that for any state |χ ′ such that ω ≺ χ ′ ≺ χ it always holds that
where we have used the assumption ψ ⊗ χ ≺ ϕ ⊗ ω. By Lemma 6.1, χ ′ can be chosen as
), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m, and ǫ is an arbitrary positive but small enough real number. Obviously,
where γ ′′ = γ ′′ (0) = (γ i , . . . , γ j ). However, we shall prove that such two indices i and j cannot exist, thus completing the proof of this case.
To be more specific, let n = dim(ϕ). By the assumption L u (|χ ) < g u (|ϕ ), it follows that
where β 1 and β n are the greatest and the least components of ϕ, respectively. Notice that ψ ≺ ϕ. Applying (6) of Lemma 2.1 gives
where α 1 and α n are the greatest and the least components of ψ, respectively. Eq. (89) implies
Eq. (88) and ǫ > 0 imply
Since ψ ≺ ϕ, applying Lemma 6.3 to Eqs. (90) and (91) yields
By Eq. (88), take a sufficiently small positive number ǫ such that
which contradicts Eq. (92). Finally, we deal with the case (iii) that L u (|χ ) = g u (|ϕ ), which is much more complicated than the previous two cases. We present the proof of this case as the following two lemmas which are interesting in its own right.
The first lemma shows that an auxiliary state can do partial entanglement recovery for a specific transformation if and only if some of its segments can do partial entanglement recovery for the same transformation.
Lemma 6.4: Let |ψ and |ϕ be two states such that ψ ≺ ϕ, and let |χ be a partially entangled state with compact form χ ↓ = (γ Proof. Obviously, the essential part of the lemma is (i) ⇒ (ii). Suppose that |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ , that is, there exists a state |ω such that
where ω ≺ χ but χ ⊀ ω. Moreover, by Lemma 6.2, we can assume that |ω is of the following form:
where γ ′ , γ ′′ (ǫ), and γ ′′′ are defined as (γ ), respectively. Two indices i and j satisfy 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m. ǫ is a small positive number such that (γ p − ǫ) > (γ p+1 + ǫ) for each p = 1, . . . , m. Obviously, we also have
. By the assumptions L u (|χ ) = g u (|ϕ ) and ψ ≺ ϕ, a simple calculation carries out that
Since ψ ≺ ϕ, applying Lemma 6.3 to Eqs. (98) and (99) yields
Thus, for simplicity of notations, without any loss of generality, we can assume that i = 1 and j = m. More directly, we can write γ ′′ (0) and γ ′′ (ǫ) as χ and ω, respectively. This, of course, will not cause any confusion.
We shall prove m = 2 and γ2 γ1 = g u (|ϕ ) to complete the proof of the lemma. For simplicity, we assume that n = dim(ψ) in the rest of proof. First, we prove 1 < m ≤ 3. By contradiction, suppose that m > 3. Let us decompose
where ). Again, L u (|χ ) = g u (|ϕ ) and ψ ≺ ϕ give
So,
for any small ǫ > 0. This contradicts the assumption ψ ⊗ χ ≺ ϕ ⊗ ω. Second, we prove that for each i = 1, . . . , m − 1, it holds that γ i+1 /γ i = β n /β 1 , where β 1 and β n are the greatest and the least components of ϕ, respectively. By contradiction, we need to consider two cases: (i) m = 2 and (ii) m = 3.
(i) m = 2. Suppose that γ 2 /γ 1 < β n /β 1 . Let us choose a suitably small positive number ǫ such that
A routine calculation carries out that
which yields e k1n (ψ ⊗ χ) > e k1n (ϕ ⊗ ω)
for any small ǫ > 0. This again contradicts ψ ⊗ χ ≺ ϕ ⊗ ω.
(ii) m = 3. Suppose that γ 2 /γ 1 < β n /β 1 or γ 3 /γ 2 < β n /β 1 . We only consider the case that γ 3 /γ 2 < β n /β 1 , since the other one is the same as the case (i). Choose a suitably small positive number ǫ such that
Then a simple analysis shows
And so we have a contradiction. Third, we prove the case of m = 2. In other words, we shall show that if m = 3 then
cannot hold for any small enough positive number ǫ, where
for each i = 1, . . . , h − 1. In addition to the above conditions, we also need ǫ satisfying
A direct calculation gives
where we have used γ 1 β h = γ 2 β 1 .
It is easy to check that e k1n (ψ ⊗ χ) = e k1(n−m h ) (ϕ ′ (0)) + e k1m h (ϕ ′′ (0)) = k 1 γ 1
and e k1n (ϕ ⊗ ω) = e k1(n−m h ) (ϕ ′ (ǫ)) + e k1m h (ϕ ′′ (ǫ)) = (k 1 γ 1 − ǫ)(1 − m h β h ) + e k1m h (ϕ ′′ (ǫ)).
To calculate e k1m h (ϕ ′′ (ǫ)), we need to consider the following two cases:
thus e k1n (ϕ ⊗ ω) = k 1 γ 1 − ǫ(1 − m h β h ) < e k1n (ψ ⊗ χ)
providing ǫ > 0.
(ii) k 2 m 1 < m h . Then e k1m h (ϕ ′′ (ǫ)) = e l1 (γ 1 β ⊕l1 h ) + e l2 ((γ 1 − ǫ)β
where l 1 = (k 1 − 1)m h + k 2 m 1 and l 2 = m h − k 2 m 1 . Thus
providing ǫ > 0. In the above two cases we have used the relation γ 1 β h = γ 2 β 1 to simplify the calculations. Both the above two cases contradict with ψ ⊗ χ ≺ ϕ ⊗ ω. Thus m = 3 is impossible.
With that we complete the proof of Lemma 6.4.
By Lemma 6.4, in the case of L u (|χ ) = g u (|ϕ ), we only need to consider a special form of |χ . More precisely, χ has only two distinct components. The following lemma will just handle such a special form of |χ .
Lemma 6.5: Let |χ be a partially entangled state with compact form χ ↓ = (β ), and let |ϕ be another state satisfying g u (|ϕ ) = L u (|χ ), where β 1 > β 2 > 0. Then |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for the transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that |ψ is in S o (|ϕ ) if and only if
where χ ′ is a segment of χ ↓ with two distinct components, C is a normalization factor, and m ≥ 1. Moreover, if |χ and |ϕ don't satisfy Eq. (130), then |χ cannot do partial entanglement recovery for any transformation of |ψ to |ϕ such that |ψ is in S(|ϕ ).
Proof. We first prove that if |χ can do partial entanglement recovery for some transformation of |ψ to |ϕ with ψ ≺ ϕ, i.e., there exists a state |ω satisfying ψ ⊗ χ ≺ ϕ ⊗ ω and ω ≺ χ, but χ ⊀ ω, then |χ and |ϕ should satisfy Eq. (130).
To be more specific, assume that |ϕ and |ω have compact forms ).
We shall prove that if the relations ψ ⊗ χ ≺ ϕ ⊗ ω and ω ≺ χ hold for any sufficiently small positive number ǫ, then h = 2 and 1
Or more compactly, ϕ has the form as in Eq. (130). The condition L u (|χ ) = g u (|ϕ ) is equivalent to
Choose ǫ such that
and (γ 2 + ǫ)β i+1 < γ 2 β i ,
where i = 1, . . . , h − 1.
In addition to the above conditions, we also choose ǫ satisfying
By the condition L u (|χ ) = g u (|ϕ ) and ψ ≺ ϕ, it is easy to verify that
Take
Then by Eq. (139), e k1n (ψ ⊗ χ) = k 1 γ 1 .
By Eqs. (134)- (138), a careful analysis gives ).
So e k1n (ϕ ⊗ ω) = e k1(n−m h ) (ϕ ′ ) + e k1m h (ϕ ′′ ) = (k 1 γ 1 − ǫ)(1 − m h β h ) + e k1m h (ϕ ′′ ).
We need to consider the following four cases according to the values of e k1m h (ϕ ′′ ): Case (a): m 1 > k 1 m h . Then it is obvious that e k1m h (ϕ ′′ ) = e k1m h ((γ 2 + ǫ)β where we have used the relation γ 1 β h = γ 2 β 1 to simplify the calculations. Since ψ ⊗ χ ≺ ϕ ⊗ ω, it follows that e k1n (ϕ ⊗ ω) ≥ e k1n (ψ ⊗ χ), i.e.,
Or equivalently,
However, by m 1 > k 1 m h and h i=1 m i β i = 1, it follows that 
Since ψ ⊗ χ ≺ ϕ ⊗ ω, it follows that e k1n (ϕ ⊗ ω) ≥ e k1n (ψ ⊗ χ), i.e.,
Easy to verify that Eq. (153) holds if and only if h = 2.
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1
For simplicity, we denote I ψ,ϕ and D ψ,ϕ as I and D, respectively. We only need to show that for any 1 ≤ l < dim(ψ)dim(χ), one of the following two cases holds:
Case 1: e l (ψ ⊗ χ) < e l (ϕ ⊗ χ); Case 2: e l (ψ ⊗ χ) = e l (ϕ ⊗ χ) is an identity of ψ, ϕ, and χ i (i ∈ I). Thus it cannot be affected by arbitrary but small enough perturbations on χ i (i ∈ D). Here we should point out that χ i is supposed to be kept as a constant for each i ∈ D during the perturbations to guarantee that |χ is a valid quantum state.
For this purpose, we rewrite e l (ψ ⊗ χ) as follows:
e li,j (ψ i ⊗ χ j ), where i,j l i,j = l and 0 ≤ l i,j ≤ dim(ψ i ⊗ χ j ). It is easy to see that
where the first inequality follows from ψ i ⊗ χ j ≺ ϕ i ⊗ χ j and the second one follows from the definition of e l (ϕ ⊗ χ). If one of these two inequalities is strict, then Case 1 holds, and we have done; otherwise we only need to prove that Case 2 holds.
More precisely, we only need to show that if e l (ψ ⊗ χ) = e l (ϕ ⊗ χ) then for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m and j ∈ D, l i,j can only take two values: 0 or dim(ψ i ⊗ χ j ) . Notice that I ∪ D = {1, . . . , m} and I ∩ D = ∅. It suffices to prove l i,j ∈ {0, dim(ψ i ⊗ χ j )} for two cases: (1) i ∈ I, j ∈ D, and (2) i ∈ D, j ∈ D. We consider the case of i ∈ I and j ∈ D first. By Eq. (21), we have
That is, the values of the extreme components of ϕ i ⊗ χ j are strictly bounded by those of ϕ j ⊗ χ i . Thus, we have
Hence by the assumption that all inequalities in Eq. (168) hold with equalities and the definition of e l (ϕ ⊗ χ), together with the above two equations, we have l j,i = 0 ⇒ l i,j = 0
So, in order to prove l i,j ∈ {0, dim(ψ i ⊗ χ j )} in the case of i ∈ I and j ∈ D, we only need to show that l j,i ∈ {0, dim(ψ j ⊗ χ i )} for i ∈ I and j ∈ D. Or equivalently, to show l i,j ∈ {0, dim(ψ i ⊗ χ j )} for i ∈ D and j ∈ I. (Here we interchange the indices i and j for convenience.)
So combining this with the case of i ∈ D and j ∈ D, the only thing left to be proven is that l i,j ∈ {0, dim(ψ i ⊗ χ j )} for all i ∈ D and 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
By Eq. (22) and Lemma 2.3 we have
If there are s ∈ D and 1 ≤ t ≤ m such that 0 < l s,t < dim(ψ s ⊗ χ t ), then by Eq. (171) we have e ls,t (ψ s ⊗ χ t ) < e ls,t (ϕ s ⊗ χ t ).
It follows that the first inequality in Eq. (168) strictly holds, which contradicts e l (ψ ⊗ χ) = e l (ϕ ⊗ χ). So Eq. (170) holds. With that we complete the proof of Theorem 4.1.
